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ABSTRACTRelevane feedbak is an appreiated proess to produe in-reasingly better retrieval. Usually, positive feedbak plays afundamental role in the feedbak proess whereas the role ofnegative feedbak is limited. We think that negative feed-bak is a promising preision oriented mehanism and wepropose a logial framework in whih positive and negativefeedbak are homogeneously modeled. Evaluation resultsagainst small test olletions are provided.
1. INTRODUCTIONClassial feedbak approahes tend to limit the impatof negative feedbak. Consider a feedbak yle as follows.An original query �res a �rst retrieval. Consider that allthe relevant douments in the top N do not mention a termt whereas all the non-relevant douments deal with t. Itseems reasonable to think that t is a good representative ofthe non-relevant douments and, hene, we should move theoriginal query away from t. However, this is not always pos-sible in lassial models. For instane, onsider the previousexample within the vetor spae model. All the relevantdouments have weight 0 for t and all the non-relevant do-uments have weights greater than 0 for t. If the originalvetor ~q has weight 0 for t then the new query would havea negative weight for t. Sine negative weights are onsid-ered as 0 weights we annot move the new query away fromt but, on the ontrary, the best we an do is to say thatwe do not are about t. One ould argue that this is not afeasible ase beause non-relevant douments are inherentlymore heterogeneous than relevant douments and, thus, itis diÆult to extrat good representatives for the set of un-relevant douments. Nevertheless, we an think on the setof unrelevant douments as a set of lusters of douments,eah luster dealing with a number of topis. Hene, if wemove the query away from a given non-relevant doument dthen other non-relevant douments in the same luster thand will likely be moved down in the rank.Belkin et al. [1℄ interpreted negative feedbak as the se-
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letion of important terms in non-relevant douments andshowed improvements in performane in interative IR.Hoashi and his olleagues [3℄ have reently laimed the im-portane of negative feedbak in the ontext of �ltering.Their approah is based on using a positive pro�le whoseoutput is �ltered by a negative pro�le. We propose a logi-al model in whih douments and queries are representedas Propositional Logi formulas and the feedbak proess isformalized as a Belief Revision (BR) proess. Logi allowsus to handle positive and negative feedbak in an homoge-neous way.
2. MODELPropositional logi allows us to model binary-weightedvetors, e.g. d = information ^ siene ^ :maths, butmore expressive representations an also be handled, e.g.d = (relevane^feedbak)_ (doument^filtering). In or-der to measure the relevane of a doument d to a query q,we use the method proposed in [4℄ to get a non-binary mea-sure of the entailment d j= q. An important irumstaneis that this model was eÆiently implemented [5℄ and, fur-thermore, evaluation against small olletions was made [6℄.We fous on a feedbak proess based on seleting termsfrom retrieved douments. Term seletion approahes [2℄have shown that expanding the query with well-seletedterms produes signi�ant improvements in performane.Basially, all the terms from retrieved relevant doumentsare olleted and ordered by a given sorting tehnique. Topranked terms are supposedly the important ones within theset of relevant douments and, thus, the query is expandedwith these terms. Classial term seletion tehniques onlyoperate on the retrieved relevant douments. We proposeto selet terms on the retrieved non-relevant douments aswell.Let us onsider an initial logial query q that retrievesa set of douments. We propose to revise the query usingseleted terms from relevant douments as positive termsand seleted terms from unrelevant douments as negativeterms. We build a revising formula whih is the onjun-tion of all the terms, either positive or negative: qm =q Æ (tp1 ^ � � � ^ tpn ^:tn1 ^ � � � ^:tnm), where tp1; : : : ; tpn arethe seleted terms from the retrieved relevant douments,tn1; : : : ; tnm are the seleted terms from the retrieved non-relevant douments and Æ is a BR operator. Let T be alogial theory and A a new formula to be inluded in thetheory. BR methods de�ne a way to inlude the new infor-mation in the theory. If there is no ontradition between Tand A, the solution to the problem is trivial beause the new
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R n P BR P PN BR P PN0.00 0.412 0.413 0.523 0.127 0.241 0.2200.10 0.201 0.221 0.242 0.060 0.120 0.1790.20 0.161 0.168 0.183 0.047 0.045 0.0750.30 0.136 0.138 0.147 0.020 0.018 0.0140.40 0.115 0.117 0.119 0.012 0.013 0.0080.50 0.102 0.103 0.102 0.009 0.010 0.0060.60 0.086 0.088 0.085 0.006 0.007 0.0050.70 0.073 0.075 0.069 0.005 0.005 0.0040.80 0.063 0.065 0.057 0.004 0.004 0.0030.90 0.050 0.050 0.043 0.003 0.003 0.0031.00 0.038 0.039 0.035 0.003 0.003 0.003Avg.pre. 0.131 0.134 0.146 0.027 0.043 0.047%hg +2.6% +11.6% +59.3% +76.9%CISI LISAFigure 1: Evaluation resultstheory T ÆA is just T ^ A. However, if ontradition arisessome old knowledge (from T ) has to be deleted in order toget a onsistent new theory.We regard the original query q as a theory to be revisedwith the feedbak information. Through tp1 ^ � � � ^ tpn, weare inluding information from relevant douments in thenew query and, hene, relevant douments will have a goodhane of being retrieved. On the other hand, :tn1 ^ � � � ^:tnm is used to rejet non-relevant douments. The latterexpression annot be handled by lassial models. An im-portant point is that we developed an algorithm that om-putes the revision q Æ (tp1 ^ � � � ^ tpn ^ :tn1 ^ � � � ^ :tnm) inpolynomial time.

3. EVALUATING FEEDBACKSine Propositional Logi is simple enough, we were ableto extrat logial representations for douments and queriesapplying lassial tehniques. Douments and queries fromtest olletions are often divided into several sub�elds. Eahsub�eld (after removing stopwords and stemming) is repre-sented as a lause of a DNF formula1. This leads to a logialrepresentation of douments and queries divided into severalviews. Intuitively, eah sub�eld represents a di�erent viewof the semantis of the doument/query.We evaluated the feedbak model against CACM, Cran-�eld, CISI and LISA. A residual evaluation methodologywas applied. The top ten douments were used for relevanefeedbak. Not all the original queries an be onsidered forthis evaluation beause some of them retrieve all their rele-vant douments in the top ten and some of them retrievedno relevant douments in the top ten. Spei�ally we used47 CACM queries, 190 Cran�eld queries, 60 CISI queriesand 19 LISA queries. We applied the postings method toselet terms. The posting of a term is the number of relevant(non-relevant) douments in whih it ours.Figure 1 presents the preision vs. reall �gures. The �rstolumn of eah table presents the base residual run (BR),i.e. the initial run without feedbak and with the top tendouments removed. We tried out several expansions of thequery varying the number of positive terms. In the seondolumn (P) we show the results for the best run. One theset of positive terms used for expansion is �xed, we expandthe query with those positive terms and a set of negativeterms. We varied the number of negative terms and, in thethird olumn (PN), we show the performane results for thebest run.The seletion of both positive and negative terms was the1A DNF formula has the form: 1 _ 2 _ : : : where eah jis a onjuntion of literals (also alled lause): l1 ^ l2 ^ : : : .A literal is a propositional letter or its negation.

best approah in all olletions. The improvements over theapproah that only selets positive terms are remarkable.
4. CONCLUSIONSIt seems lear that a general framework that allows tomodel negative terms is desirable for the proess of feed-bak. Our experiments have demonstrated that the use ofnegated terms in queries is very useful to rejet non-relevantdouments. The use of binary weights is not a partiularrestrition of the model. Indeed, we are now developing anextension of the model to handle term similarity and inversedoument frequeny.
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